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ED HAMBURGER’S

HI-PERFORMANCE PARTS

About Us
Providing OEM-quality, Emission Legal 
Supercharger Kits for late-model Detroit-based 
Muscle Cars, Trucks and SUVs is what 
HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS is all about.

COMPANY HISTORY
Ed Hamburger started his first 
performance parts business 
in 1970, which featured 
performance-based engine, 
transmission and suspension 

components he developed 
exclusively for Chrysler- based 
race cars. His company was 
one of the first MOPAR Direct 
Connection Performance Parts 
Distributors in the country. 

The next chapter in the company’s history was the 
start-up of another company and well-known brand in 
the Performance Parts Industry, Hamburger’s Oil Pans 

which Ed formed in 1978. 
Over the next 17 years, 
Hamburger’s Oil Pans 

became the dominant performance-based oil pan 
manufacturer in NASCAR Cup Racing, and NHRA Drag 
Racing. 

In 1986, Ed formed his next new business, SLP (Street 
Legal Performance) which has since become Specialty 
Vehicle Engineering.  
In 1996 GM approved  
the company’s 4th 
generation RPO (Regular Production Option) Ship-
Through program for the Camaro SS and RS, along 
with the Firebird-based Firehawk, WS-6 and Comp-TA 
Specialty Vehicles. Over the next seven (7) years Ed’s 
Company produced over 55,000 Camaro and Firebird-
based specialty vehicles for GM and its Chevy and Pontiac 
dealers, more specialty vehicles than all other niche 
vehicle builders combined.

In 2009 Ed’s company produced the first 5th Generation 
supercharged 
Firehawk specialty 
vehicle which was 

based off the Holden G-8. In 2010 the company started 
production of the all-new 5th Generation Camaro 
Supercharged Specialty Vehicle drop-ship program. Any 
Chevrolet dealer in the US and Canada could now order 

one of the Limited Edition ZL575 Camaros, with 575 
supercharged horsepower and a 3 year/ 36,000 mile 
 Powertrain Warranty, and have 
 it drop-shipped to the 
company’s Toms River, NJ  assembly facility. 

For the 2012 and ’13 model years the company added 
positive displacement aftermarket superchargers to 
its GM Full-Size Truck and SUV Specialty Vehicles that 
included the Silverado, Sierra, Tahoe, Suburban, Yukon, 
Denali and Escalade.

The next milestone occurred when Ed’s company 
designed and manufactured its own OEM-quality, 
emission legal supercharger kit for the 2014 GM Full-
Size Trucks and SUVs, equipped with the all-new 5.3L 
& 6.2L Direct Injection V-8 engine. Every 2014 and 
later Full-Size GM Truck and SUV Specialty Vehicle 
the company offered included the company’s new 
centrifugal supercharger kit, and is still offered today 
in all of the company’s 2020 Camaro and GM Full-Size 
Truck and SUV specialty vehicles.

 In 2016 the company 
 completed its new emission 
legal supercharger kit for the 6.2L Camaro V-8 ZL 610 
Specialty Vehicle, producing 610 HP.  Now that the 
2020 Camaro model year is here, we’ve added the 
all-new Stage II 700 HP supercharger kit for the ZL 700, 
that’s available for the 2016-2020 Camaro SS. 

In 2017 Ed expanded the company’s supercharged kits 
to include late model Jeep Wrangler and Dodge HEMI 
applications, including a 400 HP kit for the 2012-2017 
Jeep Wrangler JK (2 and 4 door) with the 3.6L Pentastar 
V-6 engine, and a 575 HP supercharger kit for the 2011-
2017 Dodge Charger, Challenger and 575 HP RAM 
Truck equipped with the 5.7L HEMI engine.

NEW SUPERCHARGER COMPANY
On November 1st, 2018 Ed started up another new 
company, HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS to start 
selling the centrifugal supercharger kits that were 
originally developed for all the Specialty Vehicles 
offered by his other 
company, Specialty 
Vehicle Engineering, Inc. They are now sold directly 
to the aftermarket as stand-alone supercharger kits. 
For the 2020 model year the company now offers 
supercharger kits for many more applications that are 
listed in this catalog, and will soon offer kits for the 
2018-2020 Ford Mustang GT and F-150 with the V8 
5.0L Coyote engine, and now will also be sold directly 
to the aftermarket. 
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SETTING THE STANDARD FOR CENTRIFUGAL-TYPE
SUPERCHARGER KITS!
Specialty Vehicle Engineering, our parent company 
(formerly SLP) has been manufacturing performance 
parts and specialty vehicles for GM dealers and 
performance enthusiasts for over 30 years. From 
1996-2002 we built over 65,000 Camaro SS, RS, and 
Firebird-based WS-6, Firehawk and Comp-TA specialty 
vehicles as GM’s Tier One supplier. As of the end 
of the 2020 model year we’ve also built over 1000 
supercharged Camaros, Full-Size GM Trucks and SUV 
specialty vehicles.

When it comes to superchargers, we’ve been installing 
aftermarket superchargers for more than 10 years, 
so we recognized the need for an OEM-quality 
supercharger kit in the aftermarket offering quiet 
operation, improved performance and compact size. 
We’ve been able to incorporate all of these 
improvements in the new supercharger kits we now 
offer for most late-model GM, Dodge, and Jeep vehicles. 
Through extensive design work and testing, we 
created a kit that results in easier installation, better 
serviceability, and best of all increased performance.

The new HAMBURGER’S Supercharger kits for GM, 
Dodge and Jeep applications will impress you from the 
moment you open the box, to the first time you start 
your engine.

WHY CONSIDER USING ONE OF OUR OEM- 
 QUALITY SUPERCHARGER KITS?
1 – MORE COMPACT THAN OTHER AFTERMARKET 
 CENTRIFUGAL  AND POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT 
 SUPERCHARGER KITS
2 – MORE QUIET AND EFFICIENT THAN AFTERMARKET  
 SUPERCHARGER KITS BECAUSE OF THE STATE-OF-  
 THE-ART TRACTION DRIVE THAT’S INCLUDED 
3 – MORE FUEL EFFICIENT THAN ALL AFTERMARKET  
 SUPERCHARGER KITS 
4 – INCLUDES SELF-CONTAINED OILING SYSTEM WITH  
 2 YEAR OR 24,000 MILE OIL CHANGE INTERVALS 
5 – EASE OF INSTALLATION  
6 – CENTRIFUGAL SUPERCHARGERS ARE MORE  
 EFFICIENT THAN POSITIVE DISPLACEMENT UNITS
7 – MEETS OR EXCEEDS OEM STANDARDS FOR  
 COMPACTNESS, EFFICIENCY, SILENT OPERATION
8 –  EMISSION LEGAL IN ALL 50 STATES (NOT INCLUDING   
 COMPETITION KITS. SOME KITS ARE E.O. PENDING)
9 – ENGINEERED AS A COMPLETE KIT
10 – DESIGNED IN 3D CAD 
11 – INSTALLATION AVAILABLE ON ALL OF OUR SUPER- 
 CHARGER KITS AT OUR TOMS RIVER, NJ FACILITY
12 – INCLUDES 3 YEAR/36,000 MILE LIMITED PARTS  
  WARRANTY
13 – INCLUDES 3 YEAR/36,000 MILE LIMITED  POWER- 
 TRAIN WARRANTY (NOT INCLUDING  COMPETITION 
 KITS)
14 – CONSUMER FINANCING AVAILABLE

INCLUDES HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS  
3 YEAR/36,000 MILE LIMITED 

PARTS & POWERTRAIN WARRANTY
SEE WARRANTY INFORMATION ON PAGE 29
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1 – MORE COMPACT THAN OTHER AFTERMARKET SUPERCHARGERS

2 – MORE QUIET AND EFFICIENT

IMPELLER

HOUSING

RING ‘GEAR’

PLANET ‘GEAR’

SUN ‘GEAR’

BEARINGS

DRIVE PULLEY

OEM-STYLE CENTRIFUGAL SUPERCHARGER  WE OFFER

GEARS

IMPELLER

PULLEY

BEARINGS

AERATION OIL PUMPHOUSING

AFTERMARKET CENTRIFUGAL SUPERCHARGER

The OEM-style superchargers we offer use a 
state-of-the-art fluid traction drive system to 
drive the impeller, rather than the traditional 
gear drive system aftermarket companies use. 
This allows the superchargers we offer to spin 
higher (impeller speeds up to 90,000 rpm vs. 
aftermarket units @ 60,000 rpm), along with 
virtually no noise or “gear whine” that is typical 
of other superchargers.  This Traction Drive 
System transmits power through the friction 
created between its planetary rollers and a 
unique hydraulic fluid, rather than through 
the gear drives aftermarket companies use. To 
ensure optimum performance,  we use a unique 

traction fluid in the system that is designed 
to increase viscosity under high surface 
pressures. This fluid gives the rollers additional 
“grip” and prevents slippage by increasing the 
friction between the planetary rollers, while 
also cooling and protecting the system. This 
traction drive system combined with the latest 
technology in centrifugal compression provides 
greater efficiency and lower noise, giving the 
superchargers we offer much higher efficiency 
compared to aftermarket centrifugal or positive 
displacement superchargers, along with very 
quiet operation.

Hamburger’s supercharger  
kits provide more power,  

higher efficiency, and  
take up less space!

OEM-STYLE CENTRIFUGAL  
SUPERCHARGER USED IN OUR KITS

AFTERMARKET CENTRIFUGAL
SUPERCHARGER

AFTERMARKET POSITIVE 
 DISPLACEMENT SUPERCHARGERAll 3 superchargers were photographed together to show the actual size differences.
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3 – MORE FUEL EFFICIENT

4 – SELF-CONTAINED TRACTION 
 OIL SYSTEM

5 – EASE OF INSTALLATION

6 – MORE EFFICIENT

7 – MEETS OR EXCEEDS OEM STANDARDS

Positive displacement superchargers can have 
significant parasitic loads, a characteristic that 
decreases fuel economy at light throttle driving 
conditions, while the centrifugal superchargers we 
offer will not adversely affect fuel economy under 
light throttle driving conditions. 

By using a physically smaller supercharger that still 
meets the airflow demands of the engine, we reduce 
the system inertia, which results in less wasted 
power spinning the compressor.

Designed and engineered with easy installation in 
mind, our supercharger kits utilize the highest 
quality materials and OEM-style wire harnesses and 
connectors to ensure a quick and professional 

looking installation. One of our supercharger kits 
typically installs in less than a day for the first time 
installer.

These supercharger kits were designed to meet OEM 
standards for compactness, efficiency, and silent 
operation. Their compact design allows superior  
low engine speed performance, compared to 
aftermarket centrifugal units. Where the efficiency  

of roots and screw type superchargers fall off at 
higher rpms, the superchargers we offer continue 
to increase power at higher rpms, while the traction 
drive allows for quiet operation. 

A cooler intake air charge produces more 
horsepower! 

The centrifugal supercharger kits we offer utilize 
the most efficient intercoolers for all of our vehicle 
applications. Our intercoolers are designed to 
pull out the maximum amount of heat possible, 
providing lower intake air temperatures, compared 
to aftermarket superchargers.  With a positive 
displacement supercharger, the amount of heat that 

is removed from the air charge is typically limited 
by the size of the heat exchanger that is able to fit 
inside the supercharger manifold, as well as the 
flow rate of the coolant passing though it.   Because 
we do not have the same limitations that a positive 
displacement supercharger has regarding heat 
exchanger size and location, we can maximize heat 
exchanger size in our kits, as well as utilizing larger, 
higher flowing coolant pumps and hoses to pull out 
the most heat possible.

The superchargers we offer use a dedicated oil 
system that ensures both lubrication, cooling, and 
actual torque transfer.  The traction oil is circulated 
by an internal oil pump through the traction drive 
and the external oil circuit.  The oil system contains 
an oil canister, oil cooler, filter, hoses and fittings.  
The traction oil has a useable life of 24,000 miles or 
2 years before it needs changing, compared to other 
centrifugal superchargers that have a required 
6,000 mile oil change interval.  This means less time 
in the shop and more time on the road.
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Emission compliance is very important to Hamburger’s 
Superchargers, so our engineering team has worked 

hard to ensure that our 
supercharger kits meet 
the compliance standards 
set by C.A.R.B. (California 
Air Resources Board) for 
those vehicles we offer a 
supercharger kit and PCM 

calibration for. Our supercharger kits are 50-state 
emission legal and are covered by the appropriate 
E.O. numbers (some kits pending).  The supplied 
calibrations are intended for stock vehicles with or 

without a cat-back exhaust system, but with no 
other engine modifications made.  

For those individuals wanting to push the 
performance limits of their engine, and use other 
aftermarket performance parts, we also offer a 
“tuner” kit which comes without a calibration. 
Our Competition Kits require a custom calibration 
which can be provided by a local tuning shop with 
calibration tuning capabilities. Competition Kits are 
not 50-state emission legal and not available for 
sale or use in California.

Hamburger’s Superchargers warrants its supercharger 
kits and components to be free from defects in 
material and workmanship for 3 years or 36,000 

miles, whichever comes first. For specific details of 
this warranty, see page 29.

Hamburger’s Superchargers Limited Powertrain 
Warranty covers the vehicle’s engine, transmission 
and rear axle assembly, for a total of 3 years (from 
date vehicle was purchased from new car dealer) 
or up to a total of 36,000 miles (as shown on the 
odometer), whichever comes first. 

For specific details of this warranty, see page 30. 
Not available on Stage II kits or all Competition Kits.

All of the superchargers we offer are designed 
and engineered as a complete kit. They include 
everything necessary to ensure a clean and simple 
installation. All installation hardware is included and 
parts are organized into individual sub-assemblies 

in the boxes they are packed in. Our detailed 
installation manual  will walk you through the install 
process step by step.

Our supercharger kits are completely engineered 
and designed in 3D CAD to ensure precise fit  and 
maximum performance. All of our mounting 
brackets are machined from aircraft quality 
6061-T6 ½” thick aluminum. All of our hard air 
tubes are rotationally molded using automotive 
grade composite resins, and soft air tubes are 
manufactured using high temperature reinforced 
silicone.  Our intercoolers are optimally sized for 
their respective applications, and are vacuum 
brazed and pressure tested during manufacturing 
to ensure the highest quality.  We utilize OEM 
quality double bearing idlers where necessary, 
for maximum reliability, as well as OEM style 
connectors and wire harnesses for an easy, clean, 
and reliable installation.

8 – EMISSION LEGAL IN ALL 50 STATES (EXCLUDING COMPETITION KITS. SOME KITS ARE E.O. PENDING)

9 – STANDARD 3 YEAR/36,000 MILE LIMITED PARTS WARRANTY

10 – STANDARD 3 YEAR/36,000 MILE LIMITED POWERTRAIN WARRANTY

11 – ENGINEERED AS A COMPLETE KIT

12 – DESIGNED IN 3D CAD
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2011-’21 5.7L Dodge 
Challenger/Charger

Stage I 575 HP on a 5.7L Stock Engine!
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ENGINE SPEED RPM

Stock Challenger Hamburger’s Superchargers Challenger

HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB.-FT.)

550

600

350

300

250

200

3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500

400

450

500

SUPERCHARGED 2011-’21 575HP
STAGE I 5.7L CHALLENGER/CHARGER

FLYWHEEL HORSEPOWER and TORQUE (lb.-ft.)

Our Challenger/Charger Stage I supercharger 
kit provides 575 hp and 570 lb.-ft. of torque 
on the stock 5.7L HEMI engine.

This supercharger kit is as quiet during 
operation as any of Dodge’s production 
high-performance supercharged cars. For 
the performance enthusiast with a 5.7L HEMI 
powered Challenger or Charger looking for 
392 SRT HEMI performance, this supercharger 
kit is just the ticket, and will surely put a smile 
on your face from the moment you start the 
engine to the first time you have to pass a 
slow moving Mustang or Camaro on the 
highway!   

Stage I BENEFITS
• Provides impressive performance increases. 
• Stage I produces 575 hp and 570 lb.-ft. of torque on the 
 stock 5.7L  HEMI engine at 8 lbs of boost.
• Easy installation. Retains the stock intake manifold thereby  
 maintaining great low-end torque.
• Kit includes all necessary installation hardware.
• Installs in less than one day.
• Quiet operation under boost and during normal driving.
• Includes high-efficiency air-to-air intercooler.  
• Lower intake air temperature provides increased overall HP 
 and  torque.
• Includes closed loop supercharger traction drive oiling 
 system  with SEPARATE cooler from engine oiling system, 
 allowing the  supercharger to remain cool and engine oil to 
 remain unaffected,  with 24,000 mile or 2 year oil change 
 intervals. 
• Requires NO wiring or additional coolant pumps. 
• Includes 3 year/36,000 mile limited parts warranty (See 
 warranty information on page 29). 

MOLDED COMPOSITE THROTTLE BODY INLET TUBE

FACTORY THROTTLE BODY

DOUBLE BEARING IDLER PULLIES

INTERCOOLER OUTLET TUBE

SUPERCHARGER BYPASS VALVE

MOLDED COMPOSITE
INDUCTION TUBE

REUSABLE CONE FILTER

HIGH EFFICIENCY BAR AND PLATE
INTERCOOLER

SUPERCHARGER UNIT

SUPERCHARGER DRIVE PULLEY

SUPERCHARGER OUTLET TUBE
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575 HPStage I
THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE 
PERFORMANCE  UPGRADE FOR YOUR 
2011-’21 CHALLENGER , CHARGER
This supercharger kit provides 575 hp 
and 570 lb.-ft. of torque on the stock 
5.7L HEMI engine. It is  as quiet during 
normal operation as any of Dodge’s high-
performance supercharged cars.

PART #94060T – 2011- ‘21 5.7L CHALLENGER 
SUPERCHARGER COMPETITION KIT
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS FORMAT 
VIA EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS NOT INCLUDED
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)

PART #94061T – 2011- ‘21 5.7L CHARGER
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS FORMAT 
VIA EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS INCLUDED
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)

INCLUDES ALL THE COMPONENTS 
NECESSARY TO  COMPLETE  THE 
INSTALLATION
(INCLUDES SUPERCHARGER TRACTION OIL 
 – NOT SHOWN)
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2015-’21 6.4L Challenger/
Charger SRT

Stage I Competition Kit - 625+ HP on a 6.4L Stock Engine! 
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ENGINE SPEED RPM

Stock Challenger/Charger Hamburger’s Superchargers Challenger/Charger

HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB.-FT.)

700

600

500

400

300

200

100

3500 4000 4500 5000 5500 6000

SUPERCHARGED 2015-’21 625+HP
STAGE I 6.4L SRT CHALLENGER/CHARGER

FLYWHEEL HORSEPOWER and TORQUE (lb.-ft.)

Our Challenger/Charger SRT Stage I supercharger 
Competition Kit provides 625+ hp and 585+ lb.-ft. 
of torque on the stock 6.4L HEMI engine. HP and 
torque will depend on optional equipment added 
i.e. headers, smaller diameter pulley, etc.

This supercharger kit is as quiet during operation 
as any of Dodge’s production high-performance 
supercharged cars. For the performance enthusiast 
with a 6.4L HEMI powered Challenger/Charger, this 
supercharger kit is just the ticket, and will surely 
put a smile on your face from the moment you start 
the engine to the first time you have to pass a slow 
moving Mustang or Camaro on the highway!   

Stage I BENEFITS
• Provides impressive performance increases. 
• Stage I Competition Kit produces 625+ hp and  585+ lb.-ft. 
 of  torque on the stock 6.4L  HEMI engine at 6 PSI of boost.
• Easy installation. Retains the stock intake manifold thereby  
 maintaining great low-end torque.
• Kit includes all necessary installation hardware.
• Installs in one day.
• Quiet operation under boost and during normal driving.
• Includes high-efficiency air-to-water intercooler.  
• Lower intake air temperature provides increased overall HP 
 and  torque.
• Includes closed loop supercharger traction drive oiling 
 system  with SEPARATE cooler from engine oiling system, 
 allowing the  supercharger to remain cool and engine oil to 
 remain unaffected,  with 24,000 mile or 2 year oil change 
 intervals. 
• Requires NO wiring or additional coolant pumps. 
• Includes 3 year/36,000 mile limited parts warranty (See 
 warranty information on page 29). 

HIGH EFFICIENCY DUAL PASS
HEAT EXCHANGER

PREFORMED OEM QUALITY
SUPERCHARGER COOLANT HOSES

STEEL DOUBLE BEARING IDLERS

6061 CNC MACHINED PLATES AND SPACERS

SUPERCHARGER COOLANT RESERVOIR

FACTORY THROTTLE BODY HIGH FLOW RECIRCULATING BYPASS VALVE

HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR-TO-WATER INTERCOOLER

HIGH FLOW SUPERCHARGER COOLANT PUMP

INTERCOOLER OUTLET TUBE

SUPERCHARGER OUTLET TUBE

SUPERCHARGER INLET TUBE

CENTRIFUGAL HEAD UNIT

REUSABLE HIGH FLOW
AIR FILTER
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Competition Kit – 625+ HP
Stage I

THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE  
UPGRADE FOR YOUR 2015-’21 SRT 6.4L 
CHALLENGER AND  CHARGER
This supercharger kit provides 625+ hp and 585+ 
lb.-ft. of torque on the stock 6.4L HEMI engine 
and is as quiet during normal operation as any of 
Dodge’s high-performance supercharged cars.

PART #94065T – STAGE I 2015- ‘21 SRT 6.4L 
CHALLENGER SUPERCHARGER COMPETITION 
KIT
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS FORMAT VIA 
EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS NOT INCLUDED.
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)

PART #94068T – STAGE I 2015- ‘21 SRT 6.4L 
CHARGER SUPERCHARGER COMPETITION 
KIT
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS FORMAT VIA 
EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS NOT INCLUDED.
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)

INCLUDES ALL THE COMPONENTS  NECESSARY 
TO  COMPLETE  THE INSTALLATION
(INCLUDES SUPERCHARGER TRACTION OIL – NOT SHOWN)
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2015-’19 (Classic) 5.7L
1500 Dodge Ram

Stage I 575 HP on a 5.7L Stock Engine!
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Our Dodge Ram Truck  Stage I 
supercharger kit provides 575 hp and 570 
lb.-ft. of torque on the stock 5.7L HEMI 
engine.

This supercharger kit is 50-state emission 
legal (E.O. #D-744-6) and is as quiet during 
operation as any of Dodge’s production 
high-performance supercharged cars. For 
the Ram truck owner looking to improve 
the overall performance, including greater 
towing capacity, installation of this 
supercharger kit will surely put a smile on 
your face from the moment  you start the 
engine to the first time  you have to pass a 
slow moving  vehicle on the highway! 

Stage I BENEFITS
• Provides impressive performance increases. 
• Stage I kit produces 575 hp and 570 lb.-ft. of torque on the stock 5.7L 
 HEMI  engine at 8 lbs of boost .
• Easy installation. Retains the stock intake manifold thereby 
 maintaining  great low-end torque.
• 50-state emission legal E.O. #D-774-6. (Excluding Competition Kits)
• Kit includes all necessary installation hardware.
• Custom performance tune included (Excluding Competition Kits).
• Installs in less than one day.
• Quiet operation under boost and during normal driving.
• Includes high-efficiency air-to-air intercooler. 
• Lower intake air temperature provides increased overall HP and torque.
• Includes closed loop supercharger traction drive oiling system  with 
 SEPARATE cooler from engine oiling system, allowing the  supercharger 
 to remain cool and engine oil to remain unaffected,  with 24,000 mile 
 or 2 year oil change intervals. 
• Requires NO wiring or additional coolant pumps. 
• Includes 3 year/36,000 mile limited parts warranty (See warranty 
 information on page 29)
 • Includes 3 year/36,000 mile limited powertrain warranty (Excluding 
 Competition Kits. See warranty information on page 30).

ENGINE SPEED RPM

Stock Ram Truck Hamburger’s Superchargers Ram Truck

HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB.-FT.)

550

600

350

300

250

200

3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500

400

450

500

SUPERCHARGED 2015-’19 (CLASSIC) 575HP
STAGE I 5.7L DODGE RAM

FLYWHEEL HORSEPOWER and TORQUE (lb.-ft.)

INTERCOOLER

INTERCOOLER OUTLET TUBE

FACTORY THROTTLE BODY

SUPERCHARGER UNIT

MOLDED INDUCTION TUBE

SUPERCHARGER OUTLET TUBE

REUSABLE CONE
FILTER

SUPERCHARGER
BYPASS VALVE

MOLDED THROTTLE BODY INLET TUBE
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575 HP

SUPERCHARGER KIT #94062

C.A.R.B. EO #D-774-6

SPECIALTY VEHICLE ENGINEERING
HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS

Stage I
THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE 
PERFORMANCE  UPGRADE FOR YOUR 
2015-’19 (CLASSIC) 1500 RAM TRUCK
This supercharger kit provides 575 hp and 570 
lb.-ft. of torque on the stock 5.7L HEMI engine. 
It is 50-state emission legal* (E.O. #D-774-6) and 
is as quiet during normal operation as any of 
Dodge’s high-performance supercharged cars.

For the performance enthusiast with a 5.7L 
HEMI powered Ram, looking for 392 SRT HEMI 
performance, this supercharger kit is just the 
ticket, and will surely put a smile on your face 
from the moment you start the engine, to 
the first time you have to pass a slow moving 
vehicle on the highway.
*2019 E.O. Pending

PART #94062* – STAGE I 2015-’19 (CLASSIC) 
DODGE RAM 1500 TRUCK SUPERCHARGER KIT
W/EMISSION LEGAL CALIBRATION
COLDER HEAT RANGE SPARK PLUGS INCLUDED

PART #94062T – 2015-’19 (CLASSIC) DODGE 
RAM 1500 TRUCK SUPERCHARGER 
COMPETITION KIT 
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS FORMAT VIA 
EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS NOT INCLUDED
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)

2013-’19 (Classic) 5.7L 1500 
Dodge  Ram (cont.)

2015-’19 (Classic) 5.7L 1500 
Dodge  Ram (cont.)

INCLUDES ALL THE COMPONENTS  NECESSARY 
TO  COMPLETE  THE INSTALLATION
(INCLUDES SUPERCHARGER TRACTION OIL 
AND COLDER HEAT RANGE SPARK PLUGS – 
NOT SHOWN)
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575 HP
2019-’21 5.7L 1500 DT 
Dodge Ram

Stage I 575 HP on a 5.7L Stock Engine!
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Our Stage I supercharger kit for the 2019-
’21 DT Dodge Ram Truck provides 575 hp 
and 570 lb.-ft. of torque on the stock 5.7L 
HEMI engine.

This supercharger kit is 50-state emission 
legal (E.O. pending) and is as quiet during 
operation as any of Dodge’s production 
high-performance supercharged cars. For 
the Ram truck owner looking to improve 
the overall performance, including greater 
towing capacity, installation of this 
supercharger kit will surely put a smile on 
your face from the moment  you start the 
engine to the first time you have to pass a 
slow moving  vehicle on the highway!
(Not available for 5.7L E-Torque Engine).

Stage I BENEFITS
• Provides impressive performance increases. 
• Stage I kit produces 575 hp and 570 lb.-ft. of torque on the stock 5.7L 
 HEMI  engine at 8 lbs of boost .
• Easy installation. Retains the stock intake manifold thereby maintaining  
 great low-end torque.
• 50-state emission legal. *E.O. Pending. (Excluding Competition Kits)
• Kit includes all necessary installation hardware.
• Custom performance tune included (Excluding Competition Kits).
• Installs in less than one day.
• Quiet operation under boost and during normal driving.
• Includes high-efficiency air-to-air intercooler. 
• Lower intake air temperature provides increased overall HP and torque.
• Includes closed loop supercharger traction drive oiling system  with 
 SEPARATE cooler from engine oiling system, allowing the  supercharger 
 to remain cool and engine oil to remain unaffected,  with 24,000 mile or 
 2 year oil change intervals. 
• Requires NO wiring or additional coolant pumps. 
• Includes 3 year/36,000 mile limited parts warranty (See warranty 
 information on page 29).
 • Includes 3 year/36,000 mile limited powertrain warranty (Excluding 
 Competition Kits. See warranty information on page 30).

ENGINE SPEED RPM

Stock Ram Truck Hamburger’s Superchargers Ram Truck

HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB.-FT.)

550

600

350

300

250

200

3000 3500 4000 4500 5000 5500

400

450

500

SUPERCHARGED 2019-’21 575HP
STAGE I 5.7L DT DODGE RAM

FLYWHEEL HORSEPOWER and TORQUE (lb.-ft.)

2019-’21 5.7L 1500 DT 
Dodge  Ram (cont.)

*

FACTORY AIR CLEANER
ASSEMBLY

HIGH FLOW RECIRCULATING 
BYPASS VALVE

HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR-TO-AIR INTERCOOLER

INTERCOOLER OUTLET TUBE

FACTORY THROTTLE BODY

CENTRIFUGAL HEAD UNIT

SUPERCHARGER OUTLET TUBE

SUPERCHARGER
INLET TUBE

6061 CNC
MACHINED PLATES
AND SPACERS
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SUPERCHARGER KIT #94064

C.A.R.B. EO PENDING

SPECIALTY VEHICLE ENGINEERING
HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS

Stage I
THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE 
PERFORMANCE  UPGRADE FOR YOUR 
2019-’21 1500 DT RAM TRUCK
This supercharger kit provides 575 hp 
and 570 lb.-ft. of torque on the stock 
5.7L HEMI engine. It is 50-state emission 
legal (E.O. pending) and is as quiet during 
normal operation as any of Dodge’s high-
performance supercharged cars.

For the performance enthusiast with a 5.7L 
HEMI powered Ram, looking for 392 SRT 
HEMI performance, this supercharger kit is 
just the ticket, and will surely put a smile on 
your face from the moment you start the 
engine, to the first time you have to pass a 
slow moving vehicle on the highway.

PART #94064 – STAGE I 2019-’21 DODGE RAM 
1500 DT TRUCK SUPERCHARGER KIT
W/EMISSION LEGAL CALIBRATION (E.O. PENDING)
COLDER HEAT RANGE SPARK PLUGS INCLUDED
NOT AVAILABLE FOR E-TORQUE ENGINE

PART #94064T – 2019-’21 DODGE RAM 1500 
DT TRUCK SUPERCHARGER COMPETITION KIT 
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS FORMAT VIA 
EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS NOT INCLUDED
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)

575 HP

INCLUDES ALL THE COMPONENTS  NECESSARY 
TO  COMPLETE  THE INSTALLATION
(INCLUDES SUPERCHARGER TRACTION OIL AND COLDER 
HEAT RANGE SPARK PLUGS – NOT SHOWN)
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INTERCOOLER OUTLET TUBE

2014-’19 (Classic) 
Jeep Wrangler 2 and 4 Door JK

Stage I 400 HP on a 3.6L V6 Stock Engine!
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SUPERCHARGED 2014-’19 (CLASSIC) 400HP
STAGE I 3.6L JEEP WRANGLER

FLYWHEEL HORSEPOWER and TORQUE (lb.-ft.)

400

450

500

ENGINE SPEED RPM

50

4250 4500

Stock Jeep Wrangler Hamburger’s Superchargers Jeep Wrangler

4750 5000 5250 5500 5750

100

150

200

250

300

350

HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB-FT)

HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGER’S engineering 
team has created a state-of-the-art 
supercharger kit for the Jeep Wrangler JK. 
This supercharger kit provides impressive 
performance and acceleration, with increased 
overall horsepower and torque that you’ll 
notice as soon as you start the engine. 
Considering the close-to 4000 lb. curb weight 
of the 2014-’19 (Classic) 2 and 4 door Jeep 
Wrangler JK, and the very limited amount 
of horsepower and torque available from 
the stock 3.6L V-6 Pentastar engine (285 
Horsepower and 260 Lb.-Ft. of torque), we 
recognized the need for an OEM-quality 
supercharger to improve overall vehicle 
performance and acceleration, especially 
when oversized wheels and tires, along with 
some of the available heavy duty (and heavy) 
off-road components are added, which 
reduce the Jeep’s performance . . . until now!

Stage I BENEFITS
• Provides impressive performance increases. 
• Stage I kit produces 400 hp and 365 lb.- ft. of torque on the 
 stock 3.6L V6 Pentastar engine at 8 lbs. of boost .
•  Easy installation. Retains the stock intake manifold thereby 
 maintaining great low-end torque.
•  50-state emission legal E.O. #D-774-5. (Excluding Competition 
 Kits)
•  Kit includes all necessary installation hardware.
•   Custom performance calibration included (Excluding 
 Competition Kits).
•  Installs in less than one day.
•  Quiet operation under boost and during normal driving.
•  Includes high-efficiency air-to-air intercooler.
•  Includes dual fans w/shroud for traction oil cooler for extreme
 conditions
 • Lower intake air temperature provides increased overall HP
 and  torque.
•  Includes closed loop supercharger traction drive oiling system 
 with SEPARATE cooler from engine oiling system, allowing
 the  supercharger to remain cool and engine oil to remain
 unaffected,  with 24,000-mile or 2-year oil change intervals. 
• Requires NO wiring or additional coolant pumps.
 •  Includes 3 year/36,000-mile limited parts warranty (See
 warranty information on page 29).
 •  Includes 3 year/36,000-mile limited powertrain warranty
 (Excluding Competition Kits. See warranty information on 
 page 30).

INDUCTION TUBE SUPERCHARGER UNIT

FACTORY
THROTTLE
BODY

MOLDED
THROTTLE
BODY INLET
TUBE

SUPERCHARGER
BYPASS VALVE

INTERCOOLER

SUPERCHARGER OUTLET TUBE

FACTORY AIR BOX
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INCLUDES ALL THE COMPONENTS  NECESSARY 
TO  COMPLETE  THE INSTALLATION
(INCLUDES SUPERCHARGER TRACTION 
OIL AND COLDER HEAT RANGE 
SPARK PLUGS – NOT SHOWN) SUPERCHARGER KIT #93050

C.A.R.B. EO #D-774-5

SPECIALTY VEHICLE ENGINEERING
HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS

400 HPStage I
THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE UPGRADE 
FOR YOUR 2014-’19 (CLASSIC) JEEP WRANGLER JK
This supercharger kit provides 400 hp and 365 lb.-ft. of torque 
on the stock 3.6L V6 Pentastar engine. It is 50-state emission 
legal* (E.O. #D-774-5) and is as quiet during normal operation 
as any of Dodge’s high-performance supercharged cars.

For the Jeep Wrangler owner looking to wake up the 
performance of his or her 2 or 4 door JK, this supercharger
kit is just the ticket, and will surely put a smile on your face 
from the moment you start the engine, to the first time you 
have to pass a slow-moving vehicle on the highway!

PART #93050* – STAGE I 2014- ‘19 (CLASSIC) JEEP 
WRANGLER 2/4 DOOR JK SUPERCHARGER KIT 
W/EMISSION LEGAL CALIBRATION
COLDER HEAT RANGE SPARK PLUGS INCLUDED

PART #93050T – 2014- ‘19 (CLASSIC) JEEP 
WRANGLER 2/4 DOOR JK SUPERCHARGER 
COMPETITION KIT
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS FORMAT VIA EMAIL.
SPARK PLUGS NOT INCLUDED
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)
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2018-’20 Jeep Wrangler JL (2/4 Door) 
and 2020-’21 Gladiator

Stage I 425HP on a 3.6L V6 Stock Engine!
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2018-’20 Jeep Wrangler  
JL (2/4 Door) and 
2020-’21 Gladiator (cont.)

SUPERCHARGED 2020-’21 425HP STAGE I
3.6L JEEP GLADIATOR

FLYWHEEL HORSEPOWER and TORQUE (lb.-ft.)

400

450

500

ENGINE SPEED RPM

50

4250 4500

Stock Jeep Gladiator Hamburger’s Superchargers Jeep Gladiator

4750 5000 5250 5500 5750

100

150

200

250

300

350

HORSEPOWER TORQUE (LB-FT)

HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGER’S engineering 
team has created a state-of-the-art 
supercharger kit for the Jeep Wrangler JL/
JT. This supercharger kit provides impressive 
performance and acceleration, with increased 
overall horsepower and torque that you’ll 
notice as soon as you start the engine. 
Considering the close-to 4000 lb. curb 
weight of the 2018-’20 Jeep Wrangler JL (2/4 
door) and 2020-’21 Gladiator JT, and limited 
amount of horsepower and torque available 
from the stock 3.6L V-6 Pentastar engine 
(285 Horsepower and 260 Lb.-Ft. of torque), 
we recognized the need for an OEM-quality 
supercharger to improve overall vehicle 
performance and acceleration, especially 
when oversized wheels and tires, along with 
some of the available heavy duty (and heavy) 
off-road components are added, which 
reduce the Jeep’s performance . . . until now!

Stage I BENEFITS
•  Provides impressive performance increases. 
• Stage I kit produces 425 hp and 365 lb.- ft. of torque on the 
 stock 3.6L V6 Pentastar engine at 8 lbs. of boost.
•  Easy installation. Retains the stock intake manifold thereby 
 maintaining great low-end torque.
•  50-state emission legal. *E.O. pending. (Excluding Competition 
 Kits)
• Kit includes all necessary installation hardware.
• Custom performance calibration included (Excluding 
 Competition Kits).
• Installs in less than one day.
•  Quiet operation under boost and during normal driving.
• Includes high-efficiency air-to-air intercooler.
•  Includes dual fans w/shroud for traction oil cooler for extreme
 conditions.
 • Lower intake air temperature provides increased overall HP
 and  torque.
• Includes closed loop supercharger traction drive oiling system 
 with SEPARATE cooler from engine oiling system, allowing
 the  supercharger to remain cool and engine oil to remain
 unaffected,  with 24,000 mile or 2-year oil change intervals. 
•  Requires NO wiring or additional coolant pumps.
 •  Includes 3 year/36,000-mile limited parts warranty (See
 warranty information on page 29).
 • Includes 3 year/36,000-mile limited powertrain warranty
 (Excluding Competition Kits. See warranty information on 
 page 30).

FACTORY AIR CLEANER ASSEMBLY

INTERCOOLER OUTLET TUBE

HIGH EFFICIENCY AIR-TO-AIR INTERCOOLER

HIGH FLOW RECIRCULATING
BYPASS VALVE

SUPERCHARGER
INLET TUBE

SUPERCHARGER
OUTLET TUBE

CENTRIFUGAL HEAD UNIT
6061 CNC MACHINED
PLATE AND SPACERS

FACTORY THROTTLE
BODY
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SUPERCHARGER KIT #93061

C.A.R.B. EO PENDING

SPECIALTY VEHICLE ENGINEERING
HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS

INCLUDES ALL THE COMPONENTS  NECESSARY 
TO  COMPLETE  THE INSTALLATION
(INCLUDES SUPERCHARGER TRACTION OIL AND COLDER 
HEAT RANGE SPARK PLUGS – NOT SHOWN)

425 HPStage I
THE MOST COST-EFFECTIVE PERFORMANCE 
UPGRADE FOR YOUR 2018-’20 JEEP 
WRANGLER JL (2/4 DOOR) AND 2020-’21 
GLADIATOR
This supercharger kit provides 425 hp and 365 lb.-ft. 
of torque on the stock 3.6L V6 Pentastar engine. It is 
50-state emission legal (E.O. pending) and is as quiet 
during normal operation as any of Dodge’s high- 
performance supercharged cars.

For the Jeep Wrangler owner looking to wake up the performance of his Jeep Wrangler JL (2/4 
door) or Gladiator, this supercharger kit is just the ticket, and will surely put a smile on your face 
from the moment you start the engine, to the first time you have to pass a slow moving vehicle on 
the highway!

PART #930601 – STAGE I 2018- ‘20 
JEEP WRANGLER JL 2/4 DOOR JL 
& 2020-’21 GLADIATOR 
SUPERCHARGER KIT 
W/EMISSION LEGAL CALIBRATION. E.O. PENDING.
COLDER HEAT RANGE SPARK PLUGS INCLUDED.

PART #930601T – STAGE I 2018- ‘20 
JEEP WRANGLER JL 2/4 DOOR JL & 
2020-’21 GLADIATOR 
SUPERCHARGER COMPETITION KIT
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS 
FORMAT VIA EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS NOT 
INCLUDED. (NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR 
USE IN CA.)
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INCLUDES ALL THE COMPONENTS  NECESSARY 
TO  COMPLETE  THE INSTALLATION
(INCLUDES SUPERCHARGER TRACTION OIL   – NOT SHOWN)

Supercharger Competition Kit 
for 2018-’20 Jeep Wrangler  
JL (2/4 Door) and 2020-’21 
Gladiator

To increase the performance of your Jeep even more, 
go with our Stage II kit which provides 450HP* and 
370 lb. ft. of torque! This kit is highly recommended if 
you are planning on installing larger wheels, tires, and 
more aggressive gears. Includes 3 year/36,000-mile 
limited parts warranty (See warranty information on 
page 29).

The Stage II kit includes the following components 
shown in the photo below with upgraded  Higher 
Flow Injectors, Upgraded ECM (Engine) Calibration** 
and New TCM (Transmission) Calibration***

450 HPStage II

Optional high flow MBRP dual exhaust 
system in your choice of Flat Black 

or Stainless Steel

PART #930502T - STAGE II SUPERCHARGER 
COMPETITION KIT JEEP  WRANGLER JL 
2018-’20 2/4 DOOR & 2020-’21 GLADIATOR
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS 
FORMAT VIA EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS NOT INCLUDED.
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)

PART #922200T - STAGE II SUPERCHARGER 
UPGRADE COMPETITION KIT JEEP 
WRANGLER
BASE CALIBRATION INCLUDED IN HPTUNERS 
FORMAT VIA EMAIL. SPARK PLUGS NOT INCLUDED
(NOT AVAILABLE FOR SALE OR USE IN CA.)
For customers that already have a Stage I kit 
installed on their Jeep.

PART #931001 - MBRP DUAL EXHAUST 
GLADIATOR BLACK

PART #931002 - MBRP DUAL EXHAUST 
GLADIATOR 304 STAINLESS STEEL

NOTES:  * 450HP is achieved with optimum 
weather conditions using 93 octane E10 
gasoline and a high flow dual exhaust 
system. We recommend using MBRP high 
flow dual exhaust shown in photo below.

** Engine calibration is included with the 
complete kit (PN #93050T) and is provided 
via email in HP Tuners format if ordered as 
an upgrade kit (PN #922200T).   2 HPTuners 
tuning credits are required to install base 
calibration on Competition Kit. 93 octane fuel 
is required. If 93 octane fuel is not available, 
an optional 91 octane calibration is available 
and must be specified at time of order. An 
HPTuners Gateway Bypass Cable is required 
to install or modify the calibration provided.

*** Our transmission calibration is provided 
via email in HP Tuners format. An HPTuners 
Gateway Bypass Cable is required to install 
or modify the transmission calibration 
provided. A readout of the stock TCM 
calibration is required from the vehicle 
and emailed to SVE.  The modified TCM 
calibration will be emailed back which can 
then be installed in the TCM. 4 HP Tuners 
tuning credits are required to install the 
new TCM calibration. We support Stage II 
TCM calibrations for one of the following 
3 combinations of tire size and gear ratio: 
33” tires with 4.56 gears, 37” tires with 
4.56 gears, or 37” tires with 5.13 gears. The 
speedometer calibration modifications 
required when changing tire size and/or 
gears must be made by the installer and can 
be done with HP Tuners software and does 
not require any other aftermarket accessory 
to change.
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Supercharger Kit
Maintenance Components

Maintenance Kits

Air Filters

Air Filter Recharge Oil

Serpentine Belts

Many of the supercharger components listed in this section are included in  each specific supercharger kit we 
offer in this catalog.

These supercharger Maintenance Kits are essential to keeping your supercharger running at its peak 
performance. It is required and necessary that you change the Supercharger Traction Oil and Filter at 
no more than 24,000 miles, or every 2 years, whichever comes first, in order to protect your super-
charger and your warranty.  Each Maintenance Kit includes a bottle of Supercharger Traction Fluid and 
a new Filter, together with a new Serpentine Drive Belt designed specifically for your supercharger 
kit, which should also be changed  whenever signs of excess belt wear appear.

Recharge Oil is designed to not damage any vehicle sensors and ensure that the filter can trap the 
smallest dirt particles before they reach your engine. Includes Recharge Oil (8 oz.) and Cleaner 
Spray (12 oz.).  
#25019 Air Filter Oil Recharge and Cleaner (Red) 
#25020 Air Filter Oil Recharge and Cleaner (Green)
#25021 Air Filter Oil Recharge and Cleaner (Blue)

The high performance flat and conical air filters we offer are reusable and pre-treated with 
specifically formulated dirt-trapping oil.  The proprietary lightweight filter oil we use is 
designed to cause the cotton filter material to swell, which allows the filter to collect very 
small dirt particles (down to 5 microns) that could otherwise hurt the supercharger and your 
engine.  We recommend that you visually inspect and clean your air filter, as well as re-oil 
filter at every engine oil change interval (at least every 5,000 miles), in order to protect your 
supercharger as well as your warranty. Re-oil filter intervals should be greatly increased if 
you’re driving in dusty areas.

The serpentine belts we offer  are the same high quality belt we include in every super-charger kit. 
In order to maintain  optimal supercharger  performance, we recommend  replacing the belt every 
10,000 to 15,000 miles or sooner, if the belt shows signs of excessive wear.

#93055 Jeep Wrangler Maintenance Kit
#94066 Challenger/Charger Maintenance Kit
#94077 Ram Truck Maintenance Kit
#94067 SRT 6.4L Challenger/Charger Maintenance Kit
#94078 Ram DT Truck Maintenance Kit
#93056 Jeep JL/Gladiator Maintenance Kit

#904068451 Jeep Wrangler Serpentine Belt
#904068674 Challenger/Charger Serpentine Belt
#904068563 Ram Truck Serpentine Belt

#905061001 SRT 6.4L Challenger/Charger 
Serpentine Belt
#905060991 Ram DT Truck Serpentine Belt
#905060990 Jeep JL/Gladiator Serpentine Belt

#210326831 Jeep Wrangler Air Filter Green
#210326804 Challenger/Charger Air Filter Red
#210326825 Ram Truck Air Filter Gray

210326804

210326825

210326831
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6-Rib/8-Rib Supercharger Drive Pulleys

Supercharger Head Units

All of our supercharger kits include the correct drive pulley size and number of ribs for 
each available application, and we also offer additional smaller sizes for those who 
want to push the limits of our supercharger Competition Kits. Each pulley is manufac-
tured using aircraft-quality aluminum. It is important that the supercharger impeller 
speed does not exceed 90,000 rpm, so you will have to determine if your particular 
supercharger will exceed these limits before deciding to change to a smaller diameter 
pulley.

6-Rib Pulleys are designed for Stage I Supercharger Kits, and 8-Rib Pulleys are for Stage 
II Kits. Please call our tech department for more information.
#904630166 6-Rib Supercharger Drive Pulley 80mm
#904630171 6-Rib Supercharger Drive Pulley 90mm
#904630155 6-Rib Supercharger Drive Pulley 100mm

The OEM-quality superchargers we offer are the most efficient and quiet of all the 
superchargers available in the marketplace, due to the state-of-the-art traction 
drive that’s part of each supercharger we offer. Impeller speeds of 90,000 rpm can be 
achieved with the units we offer, allowing them to be more efficient and compact than 
our competitors units. 

The Stage I units can achieve airflows of up to 83.3 lb/min (1060 CFM) with a 
maximum pressure ratio of 2.9. Its power range is suitable to produce up to 700 hp. It 
is available in both regular rotation (drive pulley facing the front of the vehicle) and 
reverse rotation (drive pulley facing the rear of the vehicle).

The Stage II supercharger we offer is a higher capacity unit that maintains the same 
packaging dimensions of our Stage 1 unit, but can achieve airflows of over 106 lb/min 
at (1450 CFM) and pressure ratios over 3.0.  It has the air flow capability of supporting 
850+ horsepower in certain applications, and is only available in regular rotation at 
this time. Drive pulleys are not included with any of these head units and must be 
ordered separately. Stage I superchargers use 6 rib pulleys and Stage II units use 8 rib 
pulleys.
#906005431 Stage I Supercharger Regular Rotation
#906005541 Stage I Supercharger Reverse Rotation
#906057221 Stage II Supercharger Regular Rotation

6-Rib

#906005431

#906005541

#906057221
(Pulley Not Included)

8-Rib
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This Limited Warranty is the only published warranty that 
applies to all of our Supercharger Kits and Components, and 
there is no other warranty expressed or implied. This warranty 
replaces any previously published warranty information. 
Hamburger’s Superchargers warrants its Supercharger 
Kits and Components to be free from defects in material 
and workmanship for 3 years or 36,000 miles, whichever 
comes first, from the date the supercharger was originally 
installed in the new or in-service vehicle. In order to 
initiate the supercharger kit warranty, the customer must fill 
out and return the Warranty Registration Card along with 
a photo of the vehicle’s odometer and VIN to Hamburger’s 
Superchargers, within 30 days of the supercharger kit purchase 
date. The Warranty Registration Information instructions 
are attached to the warranty registration card included with 
each supercharger kit. Once we receive the filled out and 
signed Warranty Registration Card, we will email or mail an 
acknowledgment of receipt for your records. The Warranty 
Registration Card can be filled out on our website, www.
hamburgerssuperchargers.com. A photo of the vehicle’s 
odometer and VIN will be required, which can be uploaded 
on our website. 
Hamburger’s Supercharger Kits are warranted from the 
original date of purchase, as indicated on the sales receipt, 
provided the Warranty Registration Card has been filled out 
and submitted to Hamburger’s Superchargers within 30 days 
of the purchase date as indicated on the sales invoice. Upon 
receipt of the registration card, we will send out confirmation 
that the warranty is now in effect. All warranty claims will be 
denied without previously registering the supercharger kit. A 
copy of the original sales receipt must be included with any 
supercharger assembly or component of the installation kit, 
when returning it for a warranty claim, along with the RA # 
marked on the outside of the box of returned parts. During 
the warranty period, Hamburger’s Superchargers will repair 
or replace, at our discretion, any Supercharger or Component 
found to be defective in material or workmanship.      
All Supercharger kits or Components must be returned to our 
Toms River, NJ facility with shipping costs prepaid. C.O.D. 
shipments will be refused. The customer must receive a Return 
Authorization Number (RA #) from Hamburger’s Superchargers 
before returning any Supercharger kit or Component, and the 
RA# must be marked on the outside of the box. 

In the event of a defect in material or workmanship on one 
of our Supercharger kits or Components, you must first 
contact Hamburger’s Superchargers Warranty Department 
(contact information below). The responsibility of Hamburger’s 
Superchargers, Inc. is limited to the repair or replacement 
of the Supercharger kit or Component at our discretion. 
Hamburger’s Superchargers is not responsible for incorrect 
installation, incidental or consequential damages, property 
damage, personal injury damages, labor costs, transportation 
or other incidental or consequential charges, storage or rental 
car charges, to the extent permitted by law.
Hamburger’s Supercharger kits and components are designed 
to work on stock, unmodified vehicles, as provided by 
the OEM vehicle manufacturer.  Any additional vehicle 
modifications or performance upgrades may void this 
warranty.  Alterations to the supercharger kit in any way will 
void this warranty.  
Any part shipped in error by Hamburger’s Superchargers 
(incorrect part) will be replaced with the correct part at no 
charge to the customer, using the same shipping method as 
the original parts were shipped. It is the responsibility of the 
customer to inspect all parts when originally received to be 
sure they are the correct parts, based on the included packing 
list, prior to installation.
What’s Not Covered by Hamburger’s Superchargers Limited 
Parts Warranty:
1) Parts that have been altered or modified, or installed on 

vehicles that are not included in the applications listed 
for that particular part number.

2) Damage from misuse, incorrect installation, or 
unauthorized repairs or consequential damage.

3) Damage caused by incorrect priming of the supercharger 
traction oil system at initial startup or whenever 
replacing the traction oil.

4) The labor cost to remove or replace the part(s).
5) Any fluids, gaskets, drive belt, incidental parts, or 

shipping costs.
6) Labor for diagnostic costs to determine what caused the 

damage.
7) Costs for vehicle downtime or loss of vehicle use, or 

rental car charges.
8)  Normal wear and tear.

Standard 3/36 
Limited Parts Warranty

IMPORTANT INSTALLER INFORMATION:
Hamburger’s Superchargers uses HPTuners tuning hardware and software to install our calibrations. As an installer, YOU 
WILL NEED to have the following tools available to install the calibration, or to make changes to the calibration in the 
event there is an update to install: a Windows based PC, internet connection, an MPVI2 interface from HPTuners, and a 
gateway bypass cable from HPTuners (for 2018+ Dodge and Jeep applications). The interface and gateway bypass cable 
is a one time purchase and can be used on multiple vehicles.  You should also be familiar with the basic functions of the 
HPTuners VCM Editor and Scanner software.
If you don’t have HPTuners hardware and software, you will not be able to install software updates we provide you with in 
the future.
Depending on application, Competition Kits may require that you send the ECM to HPTuners for unlocking and or tuning 
credits will be required to be purchased from them.
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THIS WARRANTY IS ONLY IN EFFECT IF THE KIT IS INSTALLED BY ONE 
OF THE FOLLOWING: a new car dealer service technician, an authorized 
Hamburger’s Superchargers installer, an automotive service technician 
certified by the Institute for Automotive Service Excellence (ASE) at an 
automotive repair facility with a valid business license, or in our Toms 
River, NJ facility. In order to initiate the supercharger warranty, the customer 
must fill out and return the Warranty Registration Card to Hamburger’s 
Superchargers, within 30 days of the supercharger kit purchase date. The 
Warranty Registration Information instructions are attached to the registration 
card and are included with every kit we sell. Once we receive the filled out and 
signed Warranty Registration Card, we will email or mail an acknowledgment 
of receipt for your records. The Warranty Registration Card can also be 
filled out on our website, www.hamburgerssuperchargers.com. A photo of 
the vehicle’s odometer will be required, as well as the Vehicle Identification 
Number (VIN), which can be uploaded on our website.
WHAT IS COVERED
Hamburger’s Superchargers Limited Powertrain Warranty is included with 
every supercharger kit except for all Stage II kits, and all Competition Kits, 
and covers the vehicle’s engine, transmission and rear axle assembly, on 
only the first vehicle our supercharger kit is installed on and only for the 
first owner, for a period of 3 years (from the vehicle’s original in-service 
date, the date it was originally purchased from a new car dealer) or up to 
a total of 36,000 miles (as shown on the odometer) for in-service vehicles, 
whichever occurs first. This warranty is secondary to all other warranties 
and any OEM manufacturer’s recalls or Technical Service Bulletins (TSB’s) 
that may be in effect.  Hamburger’s Superchargers does not charge a 
deductible for a valid warranty claim but our MAXIMUM LIABILITY PER 
COVERED VEHICLE over the entire term of this warranty is limited to 
the price paid for the supercharger kit. Engine components are covered 
for a maximum of the price paid for the supercharger kit; transmission 

components are covered for a maximum of $3,000; and rear axle 
components are covered for a maximum of $2,000. 
A replacement system or component that has been installed in accordance 
with our instructions is limited to the remaining warranty of the original 
(replaced) system or component. We may request that the original 
components be returned to us. Components provided by Hamburger’s 
Superchargers to fulfill our warranty obligation must be used in the product 
for which warranty service is claimed. 
ENGINE COMPONENTS COVERED: 
Pistons, piston rings, piston pins, crankshaft and bearings, connecting rods 
and bearings, camshafts and bearings, timing chain and gears, intake/exhaust 
valves and seals, valve springs, oil pump, push rods, rocker arms, rocker arm 
shafts, lifters, supercharger and supercharger system components including 
all supercharger related components up to the maximum limit of the price paid 
for the supercharger.  If a failure of any of the above parts damages either the 
engine block or cylinder heads, a remanufactured long block assembly will be 
provided subject to the maximum applicable limit of liability. 
NOT COVERED: Any engine components not specifically listed, including 
but not limited to, factory electrical components, seals and gaskets (except 
cylinder head gaskets), any parts, filters, fluids etc., that are required to 
be replaced as a part of your vehicle’s normal maintenance schedule as 
published by the manufacturer. 
TRANSMISSION COMPONENTS COVERED: All internally lubricated parts 
within the transmission to the maximum limit of $3,000. 
NOT COVERED: Failure of related parts external to the transmission which 
may cause a transmission claim including, but not limited to: electrical 
components; seals and gaskets; transmission coolers; levers; controls; any 
parts, filters, fluids etc., that are required to be replaced as a part of your 
vehicle’s normal maintenance schedule as published by the manufacturer. 
Transmissions that have been modified internally, or had the TCM 

9) Improper Installation by the installer.  
10) Incidental expenses such as loss of vehicle use, 

inconvenience, lost time or wages, travel costs, etc. 
11) REPLACING THE ORIGINAL SUPERCHARGER PULLEY 

SUPPLIED BY HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS WITH 
A SMALLER DIAMETER PULLEY. ONE OF THE PULLEY 
ATTACHING BOLTS HAS A SEAL APPLIED TO THE BOLT 
HEAD TO INDICATE THAT THE BOLT AND THE PULLEY 
HAVE BEEN REMOVED. IF THE SEAL IS BROKEN, 
HAMBURGER’S LIMITED PARTS WARRANTY IS VOID.

12) REPLACING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY WITH A LARGER 
DIAMETER PULLEY OTHER THAN STOCK VOIDS OUR 
WARRANTY.

13) USE OF ANY FUEL OTHER THAN 91 OR HIGHER-OCTANE 
W/E10 WILL VOID THE WARRANTY. 93 OCTANE MUST BE 
USED FOR STAGE II 450HP KIT (IF 91 CALIBRATION IS 
NOT REQUESTED).

14) DAMAGE AS A RESULT OF FAILING TO SERVICE THE 
VEHICLE’S INTAKE SYSTEM AIR FILTER EVERY 5,000 
MILES OR SOONER.

15) DAMAGE AS A RESULT OF THE USE OF ANY OTHER 
TRACTION DRIVE OIL NOT SUPPLIED BY HAMBURGER’S 
SUPERCHARGERS. 

16) Damage as a result of not following the proper traction 
oil and filter change interval (2 years or 24,000 miles, 
whichever comes first).

17) Damage as a result of low engine oil or improper oil 
change intervals

For Warranty Related Questions or an RA (Return 
Authorization) # contact: Hamburger’s Superchargers, Inc.
1501 Industrial Way North, Toms River, NJ 08755
Ph #: 848-223-7373 x173
Attn: Warranty Dept.
Email: warranty@hamburgerssuperchargers.com

STANDARD 3/36 Limited Parts Warranty applies to all 
Emission Legal Packages Supplied with New PCM Calibration 
as long as all of the conditions of use listed above apply. 
This warranty also applies to Competition Kits, as long as the 
pulley seal is not broken, and the stock crankshaft pulley is 
retained.

NOTE: FOR ALL TECH QUESTIONS YOU MUST EMAIL 
THEM TO PK@HAMBURGERSSUPERCHARGERS.COM, CC 
MLIMONGELLO@HAMBURGERSSUPERCHARGERS.COM 
AND YOU WILL GET A RESPONSE WITHIN 48 HOURS.

Standard 3/36 
Limited Parts Warranty (cont.)

Standard 3/36 Limited Powertrain 
Warranty (Stage I Kits Only)
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(transmission control module) calibration modified and no longer utilizes 
the stock calibration are not covered by this Powertrain warranty. If the 
vehicle has had the rear axle gear ratio changed from stock, or the wheel/
tire size changed from stock so it’s greater than 10% of the original wheel/
tire size, the powertrain warranty is void.
REAR AXLE COMPONENTS COVERED: Rear axle, ring gear, drive pinion, 
pinion shaft, differential, side gears, bearings, bearing cap, washers, axle 
shafts, half shafts, housing and housing cover up to the maximum limit of 
$2000. 
NOT COVERED: seals and gaskets; any parts, filters, fluids etc., that are 
required to be replaced as a part of your vehicle’s normal maintenance 
schedule as published by the vehicle’s manufacturer. If the vehicle has 
had the rear axle gear ratio changed from stock, or the wheel/tire size 
changed from stock so it’s greater than 10% of the original wheel/tire 
size, the powertrain warranty is void.
RENTAL REIMBURSEMENT:
We will provide reimbursement for a rental vehicle from a licensed agency in 
the event of a covered incident. We will pay up to thirty five ($35) dollars for 
every day of approved labor time to complete the covered repair with a five 
(5) day maximum, not to exceed one hundred seventy five ($175) dollars. 
You must submit receipts for reimbursement. This coverage does not apply 
to service or parts delays or other time delays beyond our control or that of 
the repair facility.
WARRANTY REPAIRS
Any automotive repair facility qualified to work on superchargers, with an 
ASE certified technician on staff, may perform the warranty repairs, but 
Hamburger’s Superchargers suggests that you return your vehicle to the 
installation shop or new car dealer that installed your supercharger, due to 
their personal interest in you and their familiarity with your vehicle. Before 
any warranty repairs are approved, the repair shop must first contact 
Hamburger’s Superchargers for warranty work authorization, and receive a 
Repair Authorization (“RA”) form. Hamburger’s Superchargers may require 
the vehicle to be returned to our facility in Toms River, NJ for repairs, at our 
discretion. Upon completion of the warranty repairs, the repair shop must 
send us a copy of the warranty repair invoice along with a copy of the RA 
form they received from us, along with the repair shop’s invoice and signed 
customer acceptance, and we will send the repair shop payment for the 
repair invoice in accordance with the RA. 
WHAT IS NOT COVERED BY THIS STANDARD POWERTRAIN LIMITED 
WARRANTY: 
• Damage due to misuse, collision, fire, theft, vandalism, road hazards, 

natural disasters, consequential damage, and acts of God.
• Damage caused by incorrect priming of the supercharger traction oil 

system at initial startup or whenever replacing the traction oil.
• Improper vehicle use such as overloading as in towing a trailer that 

exceeds the GVWR of the vehicle.
• Racing or any type of competition. 
• Further alteration of the vehicle’s chassis or the addition of any other 

performance enhancing components. 
• Altering the odometer by disconnecting it or altering the supplied PCM 

calibration.
• Improper Installation by the installing shop.
• Incidental expenses such as loss of vehicle use, inconvenience, lost 

time or wages, travel costs, etc. are not covered under Hamburger’s 
Superchargers Limited Powertrain Warranty. 

• REPLACING THE SUPERCHARGER PULLEY SUPPLIED BY HAMBURGER’S 
SUPERCHARGERS WITH A SMALLER DIAMETER PULLEY. ONE OF 
THE ATTACHING BOLTS HAS A SEAL APPLIED TO THE BOLT HEAD TO 
ALERT US THAT IT HAS BEEN REMOVED. IF THE SEAL IS BROKEN 
HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS POWERTRAIN WARRANTY IS VOID.

• REPLACING THE CRANKSHAFT PULLEY WITH A LARGER DIAMETER 
PULLEY OTHER THAN STOCK.

• USE OF ANY FUEL OTHER THAN 91 OR HIGHER OCTANE E10 GASOLINE 
((R+M)/2 method) WILL VOID THE WARRANTY.

• DAMAGE AS A RESULT OF FAILING TO SERVICE THE VEHICLE’S INTAKE 
SYSTEM AIR FILTER EVERY 5,000 MILES OR SOONER.

• Damage as a result of low engine oil or improper oil change intervals
• Damage as a result of the use of any traction drive oil not supplied or 

recommended by Hamburger’s Superchargers.
• Damage as a result of not following the proper traction oil and filter 

change interval (2 years or 24,000 miles, whichever comes first).
• ALL STAGE II KITS AND ALL COMPETITION KITS ARE NOT COVERED.
• ANY FLUIDS, LUBRICANTS, REFRIGERANTS, FILTERS OR FASTENERS 

(UNLESS REQUIRED IN CONNECTION WITH REPAIR OR REPLACEMENT 
OF COVERED PARTS UNDER THE TERMS OF THIS WARRANTY AND 
AUTHORIZED BY OUR RA); INCLUDING BUT NOT LIMITED TO SHOP 
SUPPLIES, MATERIALS CHARGES, HAZARDOUS WASTE CHARGES, 
STORAGE CHARGES OR MISCELLANEOUS CHARGES ARE NOT COVERED.

The only permitted vehicle modifications that will not void the warranty 
are exhaust modifications beyond or after the catalytic converter (cat-
back) and wheel/tire modifications that are within 10% of the factory 
equipped size.  Modified tires are only allowable if they are 100% street 
legal. Any form of drag slick or ‘street slick’ or off road only tire will void 
the warranty.  
DAMAGE DUE TO IMPROPER MAINTENANCE: 
Damage caused by not following the vehicle manufacturer’s recommended 
maintenance schedule will void Hamburger’s Superchargers Standard 
Limited Powertrain Warranty. This includes not only servicing the vehicle 
at the OEM’s specified service intervals but also includes using the correct 
lubricants. Hamburger’s Superchargers suggests that you keep all records 
relating to the maintenance performed. These records should include dates, 
mileage, service performed, parts and lubricants used, and all receipts. Your 
records will help determine the validity of any warranty claim, and are very 
important to protecting your Limited Powertrain Warranty. 
Installation of a Hamburger’s Supercharger kit (not including Stage II and 
Competition Kits) does not change any of the emission systems’ functions 
or components. The emission systems are covered by the OEM Vehicle 
Manufacturer’s warranty.
WARRANTY LIMITATIONS
This warranty gives you specific legal rights and you may also have other 
rights which vary from state to state. Hamburger’s Superchargers does 
not authorize any person to create any other obligation or liability in 
connection with these supercharger installations. Any implied warranty of 
merchantability or fitness for a particular purpose applicable to this vehicle 
is limited to the terms and duration of this written warranty.  Performance of 
repairs and needed adjustments is the exclusive remedy under this written 
warranty or any implied warranty. Hamburger’s Superchargers shall not be 
liable for incidental or consequential damages (such as, but not limited to, 
lost wages or vehicle rental expenses) resulting from breach of this written 
warranty or any implied warranty.
WARRANTY REPAIRS
Hamburger’s Superchargers may, at its discretion, repair or replace 
components that are covered under the Limited Powertrain Warranty, and 
may require that the vehicle be returned to our Toms River, NJ facility for the 
warranty repairs. These replacement components, new or remanufactured, 
will conform to new vehicle standards applicable to the vehicle model year.
NOTE - THIS LIMITED POWERTRAIN WARRANTY IS NOT TRANSFERABLE 
AND ONLY APPLIES TO THE ORIGINAL OWNER OF THE VEHICLE THAT THE 
SUPERCHARGER KIT WAS ORIGINALLY INSTALLED ON! THIS STANDARD 
3 YR/36,000 MILE POWERTRAIN WARRANTY IS IN ADDITION TO THE 
STANDARD 3 YEAR/36,000 MILE LIMITED PARTS WARRANTY, AND ONLY 
APPLIES TO OUR EMISSION-LEGAL STAGE I SUPERCHARGER KITS, NOT 
OUR COMPETITION KITS OR STAGE II KITS!

***IMPORTANT NOTE*** - HAMBURGER’S SUPERCHARGERS COVERS 
ITS OWN STANDARD 3 YEAR/36,000 MILE LIMITED POWERTRAIN 
WARRANTY CLAIMS, UNLIKE SOME OTHER COMPANIES THAT OFFER 
A LIMITED POWERTRAIN WARRANTY THEY PURCHASE FROM A THIRD 
PARTY WARRANTY COMPANY TO COVER THEIR POWERTRAIN WARRANTY 
CLAIMS!
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